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Policy Development & Outreach
IUPUI OA Policy Time Line
February 2013 (drafted)
– October 2014 (adopted)
– January 2015 (launched)
– August 2015 (notifying at article level)
- Summer 2016 (reporting)
IUPUI Open Access Policy, Oct. 7, 2014
(Key Features)
• Harvard (2008) model policy adopted by more than 90 North American 
institutions, including: MIT, Kansas, Duke, California, ….
• Opt out for any reason or no reason;
• Scholarly articles by IUPUI authors and co-authors (not monographs, book 
chapters, or creative works);
• Honors current IU intellectual property policy;
• Authors retain rights;
• Nonexclusive permission to share at IUPUI ScholarWorks;
• Author’s accepted manuscript (“post-print”), usually not the publisher’s PDF;
• Authors choose: share/ upload, but embargo / opt out: 
https://openaccess.iupui.edu/
Implementation (part 1)
https://openaccess.iupui.edu/
Policy Announced
• “Press release” on library site
• Email to every faculty member
• Postcard to every faculty 
member
Values
“We make it easy ...
for faculty authors.
Still shot from Easy Rider, 1969.
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WORKFLOW
Image from http://webkompetenz.wikidot.com/blog:78
OVERVIEW
• Is the article an OA article? If so, we upload the article and 
do not contact the IU author.
• Is the article pending for inclusion in the NIH repository, 
PMC? If so, we upload the manuscript when the embargo 
expires and do not contact the IU author.
• Is a copyright-legal version available from another website 
(arXiv, etc.)? If so, we upload this version and do not 
contact the IU author.
• If no copyright-legal, freely accessible version can be found, 
we send the IU author an email and two reminders.
• At any time in the process, the author may opt out for an 
article with a simple reply to our email or at the policy site: 
https://openaccess.iupui.edu/
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Image from http://lapprentidocteur.blogspot.com/2010/09/la-pre-repartition-de-d3.html
Triage in a Nutshell
You are giving the article one of the following 
statuses:
• Request
• Ineligible (with a note for reason)
• Pending
• Noncompliant
• No contact (with a note for reason, if needed)
Tools Needed
• Google Scholar
• IU Faculty Staff Directory online
• Google Sheets for collaboration 
• Google (in case further digging is required to 
find affiliations for a faculty author)
Request
1. Enter title in Google Scholar.
2. Select view “All versions.”
Request
Which version to look at?
If there's a PubMed version, check that first.
Request
• Open PubMed record in new tab.
• Check funding statement.
• As long as it does not say “Research Support, N. I. H. Extramural,” you can 
proceed. (If it does, stop. This is not a “request” status.)
Request
• You will also need to open the publisher’s version 
in a new tab.
• If you see something that looks self-archived, 
open it. Potential sources include
– SSRN
– arXiv
– Departmental website
– Institutional repository (e.g., ScholarWorks)
• If the self-archived sources look usable, stop. This 
is not a “request” status.
Request
A Special Note about ResearchGate: Watch for 
copyright infringement.
Request
• After you have reviewed the material in its 
various forms, ask yourself, “Is it an article?”
• If yes, then proceed.
• If no, stop. This is not a “request” status.
– We do not include comments in the repository.
– Letters to the editor, case commentaries, and 
reviews are sometimes included if the report 
research findings. (Case-by-case decision. Scopus 
document types are not 100% reliable.)
Request
Who is the faculty author?
• Check corresponding author first. If this person is not IUPUI faculty, then find first 
person in list of authors who is IUPUI faculty.
• Go to IU Faculty Staff online address book (http://people.iu.edu/index.cgi).
• If the person’s name appears in the online directory but has a status other than 
“Faculty,” stop. This person’s work is not eligible under the faculty adopted OA policy. 
If there are other IUPUI authors attached to the article, however, check their status. 
The work may still be eligible for inclusion if one of these is a faculty member.
Request
• If you do not find the faculty member in the 
staff directory, Google the name to try to 
locate him/her.
• We do include articles written by adjuncts, so 
it is possible that those people may not always 
show up in the faculty/staff directory.
Request
Once you have established eligibility for 
inclusion, make sure that an OA version is not 
available.
• If you found an OA version in arXiv, SSRN, etc., 
stop. This is not a “request” status.
• Check the publisher’s version. Is there 
anything in the article that indicates it may be 
an OA version? If yes, stop. This is not a 
“request” status. 
Request
Use the following search terms within an article to determine if 
something is OA:
• open access
• creative commons
• public domain
• licens (No, this is not a misspelling. Pull up terms like 
“license” and “licensor.”)
Request 
(the last slide regarding this status!)
If the author is IUPUI faculty and there is no OA 
version of the article available for retrieval, 
• enter author’s department in the “Department” 
column
• put “request” in the Action column
• enter the author’s name and contact information 
in the “IUPUI” contact column
Ineligible
• If a work is not an article, then it is ineligible.
– Simple comments are ineligible.
– Editorials, case studies, and reviews may 
sometimes be eligible.
• If there is no IUPUI faculty author attached to 
the work, then it is ineligible.
Pending
• If you check a PubMed record, and the 
funding statement says “Research Support, N. 
I. H. Extramural,” check the PMID line.
• If it reports an “Available on…” date, then this 
article receives a status of “pending.”
Pending
Noncompliant
• If you check a PubMed record, and the 
funding statement says “Research Support, N. 
I. H. Extramural,” check the PMID line.
• If it shows NO reported “Available on…” date, 
then this article receives a status of 
“noncompliant.”
• Author still needs to be contacted but will 
receive a different notification to inform 
him/her of the lack of compliance with NIH.
Noncompliant
No Contact
This status applies to OA versions of articles. 
“No contact” is accompanied by notes explain 
how the item was retrieved.
No Contact-Retrieved
Examples of “no contact-retrieved” materials:
• article manuscripts that have been located in arXiv, SSRN, etc.
• final publisher versions that have Creative Commons licenses
• final publisher statements that they are OA (These are usually 
publishers’ own versions of OA such as Springer Open or the 
American Chemical Society’s Author’s Choice.)
• articles in the public domain 
All of the above can be uploaded to the repository without contacting 
the author for permission.
These articles are uploaded to Open Access @ IUPUI. The Center for 
Digital Scholarship reviews them and approves them for inclusion in 
the repository.
Next Steps
• The Scholarly Communications librarian sends e-
mail notices to those faculty who need to supply 
manuscript or who are noncompliant.
• Faculty are given the choice to supply the 
manuscript or to opt out at 
https://openaccess.iupui.edu/.
• Faculty receive three e-mail notices. If no 
response is received after third notice, the faculty 
member is considered to have opted out for that 
particular article.
Getting Material into ScholarWorks

Methods
Articles are entered into ScholarWorks in two 
ways.
1. Manual entry of metadata and uploads of 
PDF files of individual articles
2. Batch imports of metadata and PDF files of 
individual articles
Tools Needed
• IU Faculty Staff Directory online
• Zotero (or other reference management 
software)
• Open Calc
• List of DOI publisher prefixes (e.g., 
https://gist.github.com/hubgit/5974843)
Manual Entry
Manual Entry
• Download PDF of manuscript or OA article 
from source (usually PubMed Central).
• Download article information from Zotero.
• Cut and paste this article information into 
appropriate fields.
• Upload PDF file to ScholarWorks.
• Assign license (if needed).
• Article is now in the repository.
Manual Entry
Zotero cannot provide all of the information needed for an article. Some 
information must still be gathered from other sources.
• Author department: Use online faculty staff directory.
• Citation: Can be copied from PMC or Google Scholar (We use APA 
style.)
• Publisher: Use the list of DOI prefixes to determine publisher.
• Keywords: Zotero will occasionally import tags. If not, use MESH 
terms found in PubMed record. If not in PubMed, check article itself 
for keywords. Check other databases for article to see what keywords 
they use. If all else fails, you may have to create them yourself.
• Terms of use: Determine whether article falls under IUPUI Open 
Access policy or publisher policy or determine if Creative Commons 
license is appropriate.
Batch Import
Instead of entering data directly into 
ScholarWorks, data is entered into a 
spreadsheet. (The spreadsheet field names map 
to the Dublin Core field names.)
PDF files of individual articles and the 
spreadsheet are imported into ScholarWorks.
Batch Import
When do we use batch importing?
– If an article has 10 or more authors
Final tips and tricks 
– When using Open Calc for creating import 
spreadsheet, cut and paste as much as possible. One 
mismatch in characters will cause the import to fail.
– When entering data in Open Calc, make sure that each 
cell is formatted correctly (e.g., don’t use general 
format for a date field).
Batch Import
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Outcomes, Liaisons, and What’s Next
Outcomes: Jan 2015 – March 31, 2016
(https://scholarworks.iupui.edu/handle/1805/3272)
1,401 articles deposited in ScholarWorks
190 default “Opt Outs”
37 direct “Opt Outs”
45 articles notified of NIH compliance needs 
4 waivers requested by publisher 
(American Roentgen Ray Society)
1,401 OA Policy Articles
Deposits by School
IUSM Science Law Nursing FSPH
E&T SLA SOIC SPEA IUSD
Library SHRS PETM IUSW Kelley
OA Policy Participation Rate: 47%
Direct Opt 
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10%
No 
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IUPUI in Comparison
Campus Deposits/Articles Published (Scopus)
MIT 55%
Rice 46%
IUPUI 43% (1,401/3,286)
Rhode Island 38%
Duke 28%
OA Policy as a Liaison
(Jan.1, 2015-Dec. 31, 2015)
 77 Publications by 
39 Faculty Members
 44% Faculty 
Response Rate 
(n=34)
 29% Articles 
Deposited (n=22)
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